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Cecelia’s previous novel, Postscript, debuted at #3 on Sunday Times Bestseller list
PS, I I Love You was a multi-million copy blockbuster book and movie
25 million copies of Cecelia’s books sold worldwide

Advance praise for FRECKLES:
“'Freckles is a beautiful, hopeful book when the world needs hope most. Cecelia has written a novel about our search for
our authentic selves in a crazy world. Like all her novels, it's inspiring, life-affirming and full of insight.”
—Cathy Kelly, #1 bestselling author of The Family Gift
Praise for Postscript:

“[Ahern has a gift] for creating clever and original ideas, intriguing plot developments and unexpected twists."

—Irish Times

“Fans of P.S. I Love You are in for a treat… Warmth emanates from the pages of this lovely, uplifting novel.”
—Good Housekeeping

CECELIA AHERN

FRECKLES
HarperCollins UK
September 2021

A Novel
You are the average of the five people you spend the most time with.
When a stranger utters these words to Allegra Bird, nicknamed Freckles, it turns her highly ordered life upside down. In
her current life as a parking warden, she has left her eccentric father and unconventional childhood behind for a bold
new life in the city

Format: manuscript

But a single encounter leads her to ask the question she’s been avoiding for so long: who are the people who made her
the way she is? And who are the five people who can shape and determine her future? Just as she once joined the
freckles on her skin to mirror the constellations in the night sky, she must once again look for connections.
Told in Allegra’s vivid, original voice, moving from Dublin to the fierce Atlantic coast, this is an unforgettable story of
human connection, of friendship, and growing into your own skin.
Five people. Five stars. Freckle to freckle. Star to star.
Cecelia Ahern was born and grew up in Dublin. Her novels have been translated into thirty-five languages and have sold
more than twenty-five million copies in over fifty countries. Two of her books (PS, I Love You and Love, Rosie) have been
adapted as films and she has created several TV series. She and her books have won numerous awards, including the Irish
Book Award for Popular Fiction for The Year I Met You. She lives in Dublin with her family.

www.cecelia-ahern.com -

@Cecelia_Ahern -

Dutch - Luitingh-Sijthoff
German - Fischer
Hungarian - Atheneum
Norwegian - Cappelen Damm
Portuguese (Bra) - HarperCollins Brazil
Romanian - Editura Allfa
Russian - Atticus-Azbooka
Swedish - Bazar

@official_ceceliaahern
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From the author of The Notebook, The Longest Ride and The Return comes a novel about the enduring legacy of
first love, and the decisions that haunt us forever.
Author of twenty New York Times bestsellers
Over 108 million copies of his novels sold worldwide

Praise for previous book, The Return:
"As much a family drama as it is a love story . . . If you, like Trevor, are looking to slow down and focus on what's really
important, The Return is the heartwarming read you've been waiting for."
―BookPage
"Deeply reflective . . . Sparks's latest novel reminds [us] that we're all human . . . Will pull you in from the very first page."
―Popsugar
“Will sweep you off your feet . . . [a] story of secrets, seduction, and forgiveness you'll want to read over and over again.”
―CNN Underscored
“The long-awaited new Sparks novel is everything we want it to be, and more.”

―Good Housekeeping

NICHOLAS SPARKS

THE WISH

Grand Central
Little, Brown UK
September 2021

A Novel
If you had one wish…
Maggie hasn't told this story in years. More than two decades ago, she fell in love. She was sixteen and far from home, waiting to give her
baby up for adoption. Bryce showed Maggie how to take photographs and he didn't judge her for the way her belly swelled under her
jumper. They had the perfect first kiss. Theirs was a once-in-a-lifetime kind of love.

format: manuscript

Now, as Maggie sits by the Christmas tree in her gallery telling her story, surrounded by the photographs that made her famous - the
photographs Bryce never saw - her new gallery assistant asks her a question. If she had one wish, what would she wish for this Christmas?
Maggie always thought she knew the answer to that question. But before she can say 'I'd go back to that winter with Bryce', she stops
herself. It is all she has ever wanted but suddenly here, on this dark night under the twinkling stars, there is something else she wants.
She wants to find her baby.
... what would you wish for?
A heart-wrenching story about discovery and loss, THE WISH is a reminder that time with those precious to us is the greatest gift of all.
With over 100 million copies of his books sold, Nicholas Sparks is one of the world’s most beloved storytellers. His novels include fifteen
#1 New York Times bestsellers, and all of his books have been New York Times and international bestsellers, and were translated into
more than fifty languages. Eleven of Nicholas Sparks’s novels—The Choice, The Longest Ride, The Best Of Me, Safe Haven, The Lucky One,
The Last Song, Dear John, Nights In Rodanthe, The Notebook, A Walk To Remember, and Message In A Bottle—have been adapted into
major motion pictures.

www.nicholassparks.com -

@nicholassparks -

Czech - Euromedia
German - Heyne
Italian - Sperling & Kupfer
Polish - Albatros
Portuguese (Bra) - Sextante
Portuguese (Port) - Leya
Slovak - Ikar
Turkish - Dogan Kitap
Ukrainian - Vivat

@nicholassparks
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From the New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six, four famous siblings throw an epic party to
celebrate the end of the summer. But over the course of twenty-four hours, their lives will change forever.

Advance praise for MALIBU RISING:
“Completely slick and compelling, but also has such warmth and psychological insight. The characters were so real I almost
found myself checking out their Wikipedia pages afterwards! It's the perfect, literal, beach read, with the emotional depth
of the ocean. I was such a fan of Daisy Jones & The Six and this certainly didn't disappoint.
—Holly Bourne, bestselling author of Am I Normal Yet? and Pretending
Heart-wrenching and utterly compelling, Malibu Rising is a story about the fierce bonds between four fascinating siblings.
The novel immerses us in a glamorous, star-studded world but at its heart it's full of raw human emotion. Its characters felt
completely real to me - each one is flawed and messy and impossible not to love.
—Beth O'Leary, bestselling author of The Flatshare
“Think Selling Sunset with knobs on as Taylor Jenkins Reid again plunges us into the intoxicating, heat-heavy realm of intrigue of Malibu, this time amidst the world of the filthy rich.”
―BBC News

TAYLOR JENKINS REID

MALIBU RISING
A Novel
Malibu: August 1983. It’s the day of Nina Riva’s annual end-of-summer party, and anticipation is at a fever pitch. Everyone
wants to be around the famous Rivas: Nina, the talented surfer and supermodel; brothers Jay and Hud, one a
championship surfer, the other a renowned photographer; and their adored baby sister, Kit. Together the siblings are a
source of fascination in Malibu and the world over—especially as the offspring of the legendary singer Mick Riva.
The only person not looking forward to the party of the year is Nina herself, who never wanted to be the center of
attention, and who has also just been very publicly abandoned by her pro tennis player husband. Oh, and maybe Hud—
because it is long past time for him to confess something to the brother from whom he’s been inseparable since birth.

Ballantine
Hutchinson
June 2021
Format: manuscript

Jay, on the other hand, is counting the minutes until nightfall, when the girl he can’t stop thinking about promised she’d
be there. And Kit has a couple secrets of her own—including a guest she invited without consulting anyone.
By midnight the party will be completely out of control. By morning, the Riva mansion will have gone up in flames. But
before that first spark in the early hours before dawn, the alcohol will flow, the music will play, and the loves and secrets
that shaped this family’s generations will all come rising to the surface.

Czech - Dobrovsky
Dutch - Ambo Anthos
Finnish - Gummerus
MALIBU RISING is a story about one unforgettable night in the life of a family: the night they each have to choose what
Italian - Sperling & Kupfer
they will keep from the people who made them ... and what they will leave behind.
Lithuanian - Svajoniu
Portuguese (Brazil) - Companhia das
Taylor Jenkins Reid is an author and screenwriter from Acton, Massachusetts. She is the author of six previous novels, Letras
which have been named best books of summer by People, Cosmopolitan, Glamour, InStyle, PopSugar, Buzzfeed,
Spanish - Urano
Goodreads, and others. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband, their daughter, and their dog.
Turkish - Yabanci

www.taylorjenkinsreid.com -

@tjenkinsreid -

@tjenkinsreid
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The newest noel from Catherine McKenzie, bestselling author of the thriller You Can’t Catch Me
A gripping psychological suspense novel about a woman diagnosed with cancer who sets out to discover if someone poisoned her before her time is up.

Advance praise:
“Just when you think you know what’s happening…there’s a new twist, a new piece of information, a new direction. Unpredictable and captivating, SIX WEEKS TO LIVE had me mesmerized right up to the shocking end.”
—Samantha Downing, bestselling author of My Lovely Wife and He Started It
“SIX WEEKS TO LIVE begins with a devastating premise, then takes the reader on the most unexpected ride as a mother
seeks to uncover the truth about the illness that is about to take her life. With skillful plotting and flawless narration,
McKenzie weaves together past and present in this twisty, page-turning and, ultimately, heartbreaking novel. Thoroughly
enjoyable!”
—Wendy Walker, bestselling author of Don't Look for Me
“A twisty tale of secrets and lies that reverberate across generations of a dysfunctional family. Gripping and unputdownable.”
— Michele Campbell, internationally bestselling author of The Wife Who Knew Too Much
"Smart, engrossing and richly emotional, SIX WEEKS TO LIVE is a deep dive into the secrets and lies between a dying mother and her three daughters. Part who-dunnit, part family drama, this textured and utterly spellbinding story unravels in
surprising ways you won’t see coming. A heart-wrenching, complex story of death, regret, and the impact our pasts have
on our future."
—Christina McDonald, USA Today bestselling author

CATHERINE MCKENZIE

SIX WEEKS TO LIVE
Atria

A Novel

Simon & Schuster CA
Jennifer Barnes never expected the shocking news she received at a routine doctor’s appointment: she has a terminal
brain tumor—and only six weeks left to live.
While stunned by the diagnosis, the forty-eight-year-old mother decides to spend what little time she has left with her
family—her adult triplets and twin grandsons—close by her side. But when she realizes she was possibly poisoned a year
earlier, she’s determined to discover who might have tried to get rid of her before she’s gone for good.
Separated from her husband and with a contentious divorce in progress, Jennifer focuses her suspicions on her soon-to-be
ex. Meanwhile, her daughters are each processing the news differently. Calm medical student Emily is there for whatever
Jennifer needs. Moody scientist Aline, who keeps her mother at arm’s length, nonetheless agrees to help with the investigation. Even imprudent Miranda, who has recently had to move back home, is being unusually solicitous.
But with her daughters doubting her campaign against their father, Jennifer can’t help but wonder if the poisoning is all
in her head—or if there’s someone else who wanted her dead.
Catherine McKenzie was born and raised in Montreal, Canada. She is a graduate of McGill University and McGill Law
School, and practices law in Montreal where she lives with her husband. She blogs for The Huffington Post, and her previous novels I’ll Never Tell, Spin, Arranged, Forgotten, Hidden, Smoke, Fractured and The Good Liar are all international
bestsellers that have been translated into multiple languages.

www.catherinemckenzie.com -

@CEMcKenzie1 -

@CEMcKenzie1

May 2021
Format: manuscript
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The next raucous, twisty crime novel from the master of the Quebec thriller! Rebellious cop Victor Lessard pursues a ruthless hunter who stalks the streets of Montreal.
Over 300,000 copies of the Victor Lessard series have sold in Québec
ZDF acquired world syndication and distribution rights of TV series
The television show based on the series, is one of the most successful in Club Illico history, with over 6 million viewers
over the first three seasons.

Praise for WITHOUT BLOOD:
“Michaud keeps the reader guessing as to what’s real and what’s dream. Those who like their mysteries with a surreal
touch will be rewarded.”
—Publishers Weekly
“A success from the first page to the last!... Three plot lines and numerous destinies are woven together in this captivating
and remarkable thriller. “
―Le Journal
de
Sherbrooke
“With its memorable characters, rich atmosphere, and shrewd plot, WITHOUT BLOOD is a welcome addition to
Montreal noir.”
―Kathy Reichs, author of the Temperance Brennan Bones series
“With a strong Montreal setting and a twisty, dual-strand plot that keeps you guessing, Martin Michaud's WITHOUT
BLOOD is the real thing. Join me in offering a warm welcome to Victor Lessard as he joins the ranks of fictional detectives.”
―Peter Robinson, author of the Inspector Banks series
“A gripping plot … well-written and captivating.”

―Radio-Canada Téléjournal

MARTIN MICHAUD

WITHOUT BLOOD

Dundurn Press (WE)

January 2021

A Victor Lessard Thriller
A senior administrator is stabbed to death in his office at the Montreal General Hospital. In the east end of the city, a
dead man is found in the trunk of a stolen BMW. A young woman is hospitalized after an apparent hit and run, but despite
her doctor’s objections, she refuses treatment and sets off on a desperate search for the man who helped her.
Montreal police detective Victor Lessard and his team of investigators work to find the common thread linking these
seemingly unrelated cases. It quickly becomes apparent that there’s no time to lose: a ruthless hunter has come to town,
he’s spotted his prey, and he’s waiting for the right moment to close in for the kill.
Martin Michaud is a former lawyer, musician, screenwriter, and novelist. Critically acclaimed as the “master of the
Quebec thriller,” his work has been compared to the novels of bestselling international authors Michael Connelly,
Ian Rankin, Harlan Coben, Jo Nesbø, Henning Mankell, and Fred Vargas. Martin’s series featuring Detective Sergeant Victor
Lessard of the Montreal police—a tormented, rebellious cop with high morals—was an overnight literary success and
earned him recognition as one of Quebec’s top crime novelists. The TV series based on the novels, Victor Lessard, has
been one of the most successful in Club Illico history, with millions of views.

www.michaudmartin.com -

@martinmichaudauteur

Series publishers:
French (Fra) - Kennes Editions
French (Quebec) - Editions
Goelette
German - Hoffman & Campe
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A riveting debut novel set in contemporary Seoul, Korea, about four young women making their way in a world
defined by impossible standards of beauty, after-hours room salons catering to wealthy men, ruthless social
hierarchies, and K-pop mania
TV rights optioned by Apple with Diana Son (Thirteen Reasons Why) showrunning and Tomorrow Studios (Snowpiercer)
producing
Nominated for the 2021 Dylan Thomas Prize
Named one of the Best Books of 2021 by Time, NPR, Esquire, Bustle, BBC, New York Post, InStyle

Praise for IF I HAD YOUR FACE:
“With unblinking focus, [Cha] confronts some of the darkest consequences of contemporary gender inequity by targeting
the erasure of female individuality by oppressive beauty standards and expectations.”
—Booklist, starred review ★
“An insightful, powerful story from a promising new voice.”

—Publishers Weekly

“The chapters alternate among the women, each one breathing new life into the old chestnut, ‘You never know what goes
on behind closed doors.’ . . . Take a closer look and you’ll find the sisterhood at the heart of this ambitious book. It’s the
scaffolding—and also, occasionally, the wrecking ball.”
—The New York Times Book Review
“[Cha] has a biting wit and an eye for absurd glitz. . . . Ultimately, female friendship bolsters precarious fortunes in this
gripping novel—compelling readers to consider what remains after beauty fades.”
—O: The Oprah Magazine

FRANCES CHA

IF I HAD YOUR FACE

Ballantine
Viking UK
April 2020

A Novel
IF I HAD YOUR FACE plunges us into the mesmerizing world of contemporary Seoul - a place where extreme plastic surgery
is as routine as getting a haircut, where women compete for spots in secret 'room salons' to entertain wealthy businessmen
after hours, where K-Pop stars are the object of all-consuming obsession, and ruthless social hierarchies dictate your every
move.
Navigating this hyper-competitive city are four young women balancing on the razor-edge of survival: Kyuri, an exquisitely
beautiful woman whose hard-won status at an exclusive 'room salon' is threatened by an impulsive mistake with a client;
her flatmate Miho, an orphan who wins a scholarship to a prestigious art school in New York, where her life becomes
tragically enmeshed with the super-wealthy offspring of the Korean elite; Wonna, their neighbour, pregnant with a child
that she and her husband have no idea how they will afford to raise in a fiercely competitive economy; and Ara, a hair
stylist living down the hall, whose infatuation with a fresh-faced K-Pop star drives her to violent extremes.
Frances Cha is a graduate of Dartmouth College and the Columbia MFA program, and a former travel & culture reporter for
CNN in Seoul. She currently lives in New York City with her family.

www.francescha.com -

@Frances_H_Cha -

Chinese (complex) - Rye Field
French - Bragelonne
German - Unionsverlag
Indonesian - Gramedia
Japanese - Hayakawa
Lithuanian - Sofokolis
Polish - Kobiece Lukasz Kierus
Portuguese (Bra) - DarkSide
Russian - AST
Turkish - Yabanci
Vietnamese - AZ Vietnam

@franceschawrites
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In the irresistible new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author of All We Ever Wanted and Something
Borrowed, a young woman falls hard for an impossibly perfect man before he disappears without a trace...
New York Times bestseller!
#1 USA Today bestseller!
All We Ever Wanted spent 8 weeks on the New York Times Bestseller List

Praise for Emily Giffin:
“Giffin is a worldwide best-selling author because she gets under your skin—by creating relatable characters wrestling within believable situations.”
—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
“Giffin [has a] trademark ability to capture the complexities of human emotions while telling a rip-roaring tale.”
—The Washington Post
“Giffin’s talent is pretty much unparalleled when it comes to the modern woman’s story about life, love and family.”
—Redbook

EMILY GIFFIN

THE LIES THAT BIND
A Novel

Ballantine (NA)
June 2020

It’s 2 A.M. on a Saturday night in the spring of 2001, and twenty-eight-year-old Cecily Gardner sits alone in a dive bar in
New York’s East Village, questioning her life. As Cecily reaches for the phone to call her ex-boyfriend, she hears a guy on
the barstool next to her say, “Don’t do it—you’ll regret it.” Something tells her to listen, and over the next several
hours—and shots of tequila—the two forge an unlikely connection. That should be it, they both decide the next morning,
as Cecily reminds herself of the perils of a rebound relationship. Moreover, their timing couldn’t be worse—Grant is
preparing to quit his job and move overseas. Yet despite all their obstacles, they can’t seem to say goodbye, and for the
first time in her carefully constructed life, Cecily follows her heart instead of her head.
Then Grant disappears in the chaos of 9/11. Fearing the worst, Cecily spots his face on a missing-person poster, and
realizes she is not the only one searching for him. Her investigative reporting instincts kick into action as she vows to
discover the truth. But the questions pile up fast: How well did she really know Grant? Did he ever really love her? And is
it possible to love a man who wasn’t who he seemed to be? THE LIES THAT BIND is a mesmerizing and emotionally
resonant exploration of the never-ending search for love and truth—in our relationships, our careers, and deep within our
own hearts.

Emily Giffin is the author of nine internationally bestselling novels: Something Borrowed, Something Blue, Baby Proof,
Love the One You’re With, Heart of the Matter, Where We Belong, The One & Only, First Comes Love, and All We Ever
Wanted. A graduate of Wake Forest University and the University of Virginia School of Law, she lives in Atlanta with her
husband and three children.

www.emilygiffin.com -

@emilygiffin -

Macedonia - Matica
Norwegian - Cappelen Damm
Polish - Otwarte
Portuguese (Bra) - Sextante

@emilygiffinauthor
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Set in a kingdom where danger lurks beneath the sea, mermaids seek vengeance with song, and magic is a choice,
Adalyn Grace’s ALL THE STARS AND TEETH is a thrilling fantasy for fans of Stephanie Garber’s Caraval and Sarah
J. Maas’s Throne of Glass series.
All the Stars and Teeth was a New York Times bestseller

Praise for Adalyn Grace:
"2020's biggest YA fantasy."

—Entertainment Weekly

"Your latest must read."

—Marie Claire

"Debut author Grace wields her own magic with a skillful balancing act between high-stakes adventure (here there be monsters, mermaids, and high-seas shenanigans), bloody fantasy, and character development in a story with a lovable found
family at its core . . . An accomplished, exciting debut."
—Kirkus
"Promising a flawed but ambitious heroine, dark magic, mysterious pirates and a unique seafaring setting [...] if the buzz
surrounding [All the Stars and Teeth] gets any louder, it'll be deafening."
—Bookpage
"A serious contender for the best fantasy of the year."

—Fansided

“Vicious and alluring, All the Stars and Teeth is a force to be reckoned with."

ADALYN GRACE

ALL THE TIDES OF FATE
All the Stars and Teeth Duology
She will reign...
As princess of the island kingdom Visidia, Amora Montara has spent her entire life training to be High Animancer―the
master of souls. The rest of the realm can choose their magic, but for Amora, it’s never been a choice. To secure her
place as heir to the throne, she must prove her mastery of the monarchy’s dangerous soul magic.

Imprint
Titan
February 2021

When her demonstration goes awry, Amora is forced to flee. She strikes a deal with Bastian, a mysterious pirate: he’ll
help her prove she’s fit to rule, if she’ll help him reclaim his stolen magic.
But sailing the kingdom holds more wonder―and more peril―than Amora anticipated. A destructive new magic is on the
rise, and if Amora is to conquer it, she’ll need to face legendary monsters, cross paths with vengeful mermaids, and deal
with a stowaway she never expected… or risk the fate of Visidia and lose the crown forever.
I am the right choice. The only choice. And I will protect my kingdom.
Prior to becoming an author, Adalyn Grace spent four years working in live theatre, acted as the managing editor of a
nonprofit newspaper, and studied storytelling as an intern on Nickelodeon Animation’s popular series The Legend of
Korra. Local to San Diego, Adalyn spends her non-writing days by watching too much anime, and by playing video games
with her bossy cat and two dorky dogs.

@AdalynGrace_ -

@authoradalyngrace

Bulgarian - Artemis
Catalan - Galera
French - Editions de Saxus
Polish - Filia
Spanish - Galera
Russian - Eksmo
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This timely, moving debut novel follows a teen's efforts to keep his family together as his parents face
deportation.

Advance praise for INDIVISIBLE:
"Heart-wrenching.... An ode to the children of migrants."

—Kirkus Reviews

"Stellar, clear and emotional, realistic and suspenseful. The story is complex and heart-wrenching, yet full of hope and
familial love, making this an excellent choice even for younger YA readers."
—Booklist
"Insightful.... The uncertainty and heartbreak faced by families separated by deportation is brilliantly displayed." —SLJ

“INDIVISIBLE is a deeply moving tribute to those caught between two worlds in the immigration crisis in America - a potent
reminder that no human being is illegal, and that hundreds of thousands of children in this situation are forced to grow up
too quickly. Although this is fiction, it’s far too real.” —Jodi Picoult, #1 NYT bestselling author of The Book of Two Ways
"INDIVISIBLE is a heart-breakingly poignant and timely coming-of-age story of the human cost of a morally bankrupt
immigration policy. This book is an unforgettable chronicle of the fiercest, indomitable love and devotion."
—Jeff Zentner, Morris Award-winning author of The Serpent King

DANIEL ALEMAN

INDIVISIBLE

Little, Brown BFYR (WE)

May 2021

A Novel
Mateo Garcia and his younger sister, Sophie, have been taught to fear one word for as long as they can remember:
deportation. Over the past few years, however, the fear that their undocumented immigrant parents could be sent back
to Mexico has started to fade. Ma and Pa have been in the United States for so long, they have American-born children,
and they're hard workers and good neighbors. When Mateo returns from school one day to find that his parents have been
taken by ICE, he realizes that his family's worst nightmare has become a reality. With his parents' fate and his own future
hanging in the balance, Mateo must figure out who he is and what he is capable of, and how he can protect his family.
With questions of identity and belonging, Mateo’s story is something anyone can relate to.
Daniel Aleman's INDIVISIBLE is a remarkable story—both powerful in its explorations of immigration in America and
deeply intimate in its portrait of a teen boy driven by his fierce, protective love for his parents and his sister.

Daniel Aleman was born and raised in Mexico City; his family moved to the United States when he was a teenager, and
Daniel now lives in Toronto, where he went to college. This story is partially inspired by the separation, difficulties, and
ultimately, the great opportunities his family encountered since making the decision to immigrate to the U.S. and
Canada.

@Dan_Aleman -

@danaleman

format: final manuscript
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The second book in an epic fantasy series about a princess hiding a dark secret and the con man she must trust to
liberate her empire from a dark reign.
Blood Heir was a 2019-2020 IndieNext Pick

Praise for Blood Heir:
“Zhao shines in the fast-paced and vivid combat scenes, which lend a cinematic quality that pulls readers in.”
—New York Times Book Review
“Blood Heir is cinematic storytelling at its best. A stunning new voice in YA, Amélie Wen Zhao has drawn characters who
are as complex and captivating as the fantastical world she’s built. Get ready for a retelling like you’ve never seen
before.”
—Adrienne Young, New York Times bestselling author of Sky in the Deep and The Girl the Sea Gave Back

“Sure to keep readers turning pages…. Perfect for fans of Amy Tintera or Sarah J. Maas, but readers should prepare
for plenty of heartbreak.”
—Booklist
"[A] pointed exploration into the consequences of exploitation and the defining nature of choices."
"Ana is not the typical damsel in distress."

—Publishers Weekly
—Kirkus Reviews

AMÉLIE WEN ZHAO

RED TIGRESS
Blood Heir trilogy, Book Two
Ana Mikhailov is the only surviving member of the royal family of Cyrilia. She has no army, no title, and no allies, and
now she must find a way to take back the throne or risk the brutal retribution of the empress. Morganya is determined to
establish a new world order on the spilled blood of non-Affinites. Ana is certain that Morganya won't stop until she kills
them all.
Ana's only chance at navigating the dangerous world of her homeland means partnering with Ramson Quicktongue again.
But the cunning crime lord has schemes of his own. For Ana to find an army, they must cross the Whitewaves to the
impenetrable stone forts of Bregon. Only, no one can be certain what they will find there.
A dark power has risen. Will revolution bring peace—or will it only paint the streets in more blood?

Born in Paris, raised in a multicultural community in Beijing, and currently living in New York City, Amélie Wen Zhao has
a bone-deep love for traveling and immersing herself in new worlds and cultures.

www.ameliezhao.com -

@ameliezhao -

@ameliezhao

Delacorte
HarperVoyager
March 2021
Czech - Albatros
German - Heyne
Hungarian - Maxim
Romanian - Epica
Russian - Eksmo
Slovak - Albatros
Spanish - Montena
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Twin sisters raised in different worlds must use both their wits and their snake magic to unravel a treacherous
conspiracy and prevent a war.

Advance praise for SISTERS OF THE SNAKE:
"Sarena and Sasha Nanua's charming debut is like an old school Bollywood fantasy brought to life: long lost, star-crossed
sisters, snake magic, forbidden romance, and a lush, sinister world that you'll want to revisit again and again. Sequel now
please!"
—Sona Charaipotra, author of Symptoms of a Heartbreak and the Tiny Pretty Things series
"Sisters of the Snake kept me on tenterhooks even as it thoroughly entertained me. Fast-paced and magical, this book introduces two bright new voices to YA lit. I can’t wait to see more from Sarena and Sasha Nanua!"
—Tanaz Bhathena, author of Hunted by the Sky
"A decadent and enthralling debut, Sisters of the Snake, lures readers into a dark and twisted world of intoxicating magic,
starcrossed sisters, and heart pounding romance. Sasha and Sarena Nanua are a powerhouse duo to watch!"
—Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of The Belles and Tiny Pretty Things

SARENA AND SASHA NANUA

SISTERS OF THE SNAKE
A Ria and Rani Novel

HarperTeen (WE)
June 2021

A lost princess. A mysterious puppet master. And a race against time—before all is lost.
Princess Rani longs for a chance to escape her gilded cage and prove herself. Ria is a street urchin, stealing just to keep
herself alive.

format: manuscript

When these two lives collide, everything turns on its head: because Ria and Rani, orphan and royal, are unmistakably
identical.
A deal is struck to switch places—but danger lurks in both worlds, and to save their home, thief and princess must work
together. Or watch it all fall into ruin.
Deadly magic, hidden temples, and dark prophecies: SISTERS OF THE SNAKE is an action-packed, immersive fantasy that
will thrill fans of The Wrath & the Dawn and The Tiger at Midnight.
Sarena and Sasha Nanua are twin sisters living in Ontario, Canada. They love reading books in their spare time and enjoy
science fiction and fantasy novels. They have been writing books since they were nine years old and are graduates of the
English and Professional Writing programs at the University of Toronto.

www.SarenaSashaBooks.com -

@SarenaAndSasha -

@SarenaSashaBooks
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An epic new fantasy novel from New York Times bestselling author of The Murder Complex and Zenith

Praise for BLOOD METAL BONE:
“A skilful blend of fantasy and science fiction, full of twists and turns, and sure to thrill fans of both.”
—Jay Posey, author of Every Sky A Grave
“BLOOD METAL BONE surprises you in the very best ways. Unique world-building, a bold heroine with a heartbreaking past,
and awe-inspiring magic that simply cannot be caged.”
—Andrea Stewart, author of The Bone Shard Daughter

LINDSAY CUMMINGS

BLOOD, METAL, BONE
A Novel

HQ Young Adult (UK)

Her destiny was death. The shadows brought her back.
Wrongly accused of her brother’s murder, Sonara’s destiny was to die, sentenced to execution by her own mother.
Punished and left for dead, the shadows have cursed her with a second life as a Shadowblood, cast out and hunted by
society for her demon-like powers.
Now known as the Devil of the Deadlands, Sonara survives as a thief on the edge of society, fighting for survival on a
quest to uncover what really happened to her brother and whether he is even dead at all…

BLOOD, METAL, BONE is the astounding new novel from New York Times bestselling author Lindsay Cummings. This is
the perfect adrenaline-packed read for fans of Leigh Bardugo’s Six of Crows, The Mandalorian, and Sarah J
Maas’ Throne of Glass series.

Lindsay Cummings is the #1 New York Times Bestselling author of seven novels, including Zenith, the Murder Complex,
the Death Code, and The Balance Keepers. She lives in Texas, where she writes full time, does freelance editorial work
for aspiring authors (Author Crash Course), and YouTubes on her channel, @LindsayCummings. She lives in Texas with
two German shepherds, one wolf cub who isn't very smart, a horse named Dan the Man, and a husband named Josh. She
eats too many hot Cheetos and can't stop dyeing her hair crazy colors.

@authorlindsayc -

@authorlindsaycummings

January 2021
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The stunning action-packed conclusion to The City of Diamond and Steel duology.
Sold in a three-book mid six-figure pre-emptive deal to Eileen Rothschild at Wednesday Books

Praise for the City of Diamond and Steel duology:
“"Flores’ world building is as nuanced and expansive as it is shadowy; her dialogue is realistic and speedy, making the world
truly feel lived in.”
―Booklist
“Full of action sequences that will compel readers to keep turning pages, this book is ideal for those who enjoy fast-paced
stories ... Give to fans of dystopian stories similar to Suzanne Collins’s Hunger Games trilogy or James Dashner’s Maze Runner series.”
—School Library Journal
“An entertaining and action-driven tale of assassins and magic.”

—Kirkus Reviews

“A thrilling adventure, through a vibrant city as alive as any character, about a girl willing to do anything to better her
circumstances. I love a book with a body count.” —Emily A. Duncan, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked Saints
“Just like the metropolis for which it’s named, Diamond City is full of shadows, secrets, and heart-stopping surprises. An
absolutely electric debut!”
—Crystal Smith, author of Bloodleaf
"This is a book with a protagonist you will 100% root for, a plot that doesn't let you go, a world that chokes you with its grit
and grime and smoke, and a story that will open your eyes and stay with you.” —Amélie Wen Zhao, author of Blood Heir

FRANCESCA FLORES

SHADOW CITY

Wednesday Books (WE)

The City of Diamond and Steel duology, Book Two

January 2021

Aina Solís has fought her way to the top of criminal ranks in the city of Kosín by wresting control of an assassin empire
owned by her old boss, Kohl. She never has to fear losing her home and returning to life on the streets again—except Kohl,
the man who tried to ruin her life, will do anything to get his empire back. Aina sets out to kill him before he can kill her.

But Alsane Bautix, the old army general who was banned from his seat in the government after Aina revealed his
corruption, is working to take back power by destroying anyone who stands in his way. With a new civil war on the horizon
and all their lives at risk, the only way for Aina to protect her home is to join up with the only other criminal more
notorious than her: Kohl himself. As Bautix’s attacks increase, Aina and Kohl work together to stop his incoming weapons
shipments and his plans to take back the Tower of Steel. To defeat them both, Aina will resort to betrayal, poison, and a
deadly type of magic that hasn’t been used in years.
Through narrow alleys, train rooftops, and deep in the city’s tunnels, Aina and Kohl test each other’s strengths and limits,
each knowing that once Bautix is dead, they’ll still have to face each other. If she manages to kill him, she’ll finally have
the freedom she wants—but it might forever mark her as his shadow in a city where only the strongest survive.
Francesca Flores is a writer, traveler and linguist. Raised in Pittsburgh, she read every fantasy book she could get her
hands on and started writing her own stories at a young age. She began writing Diamond City while working as a corporate
travel manager. Francesca currently resides in San Francisco.

www.francescafloresauthor.wordpress.com -

@FFloresAuthor -

Sales for Diamond City:

Russian - Eksmo

@francescafloresauthor
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Get ready to be swept away, seduced, and swindled in the wickedly vicious third and final installment in
the Bloodleaf series that Laura Sebastian called “enchanting, visceral, and twisty.”
TV rights optioned by Cavalry Media

Praise for the Bloodleaf trilogy:
"Bloodleaf has a good chance of becoming your next YA obsession.”

—Entertainment Weekly

"Smith has created a world full of intricate magical properties and rules where nothing is as it seems and the game is
constantly changing....[Readers will] be pulled to the edge of their seats....abruptly awesome. A worthy addition to any
fantasy collection."
—School Library Journal
"A multifaceted scheme, mistaken identity, and a simmering romance will keep readers riveted and dying to know how it
all unfolds. The exploration of the land’s religion and people’s conflicting understandings of it seems to be a reflection of
the real world, lending the story a deeper commentary without sidelining the main plot. An excellent choice for fans of
smart, independent female leads, intriguing fantasy worlds, and a race against the clock to defeat evil."
—Booklist
"The plot is breathlessly fast, complete with creepy spirits, a satisfying romance, and complex but clear political twists and
turns....Political, romantic, magical, timely, yet also traditionally appealing."
—Kirkus
"Debut author Smith explores the power of sacrifice in this darkly romantic reimagining of the Brothers Grimm’s 'The Goose
Girl.'"
—Publishers Weekly
“This novel is a well-developed page-turner that will have fans of both the fantasy and mystery genres rushing to finish.”
—Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books

CRYSTAL SMITH

EBONWILDE

HMH BFYR (WE)
February 2022

Bloodleaf trilogy: Bloodleaf, Greythorne, Ebonwilde

Format: manuscript

Welcome to Ebonwilde. Come and find me.
Aurelia’s last words haunted Zan. Left with the task of finding and reviving Princess Aurelia, Zan sets off on his own
adventure to find her and return the gift she sacrificed for him—her life. But not all is what it seems, and EBONWILDE is
more dangerous than anyone can predict.

Crystal Smith is a writer, photographer, and artist who developed an early love of storytelling in a family of voracious
readers. She married her high school sweetheart in 2005, and they now reside in Utah with their two sons. When she isn’t
writing or creating, she can be found re-watching Jane Eyre or reading ghost stories with all the lights on. EBONWILDE is
Crystal’s third novel.

@crysrensmith -

@crysrensmith

Czech - Albatros
Italian - Mondadori
Polish - SQN
Romanian - Epica
Russian - AST
Slovak - Albatros
Spanish - Oceano

Sneak peek...

ADI ALSAID
BEFORE TAKEOFF

GINNY MYERS SAIN
NO TRUTH TO TELL

Knopf BFYR (WE)

Razorbill
Egmont UK
Fall 2021

November 2021
This YA novel follows James & Michelle, who meet
in the Atlanta airport and, on a dare, press a
mysterious green button that unleashes a blizzard
of chaos through the terminal.
Format: manuscript

YA debut following 17-year-old Grey as she searches
for answers about the disappearance of her best
friend in a small town where magic festers beneath
the surface and a years-old secret threatens to
upend everything she thought she knew about
herself, her family, and her home.
Format: manuscript
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JACQUETTA NAMMAR FELDMAN
WISHING UPON THE SAME
STARS
HarperCollin’s Childrens
Spring 2022
In this middle grade debut, when Yasmeen Khoury
moves with her family from Detroit to San Antonio,
she is pleasantly surprised to find a new friend in
her neighbor and math club teammate Ayelet
Cohen, a first-generation Israeli-American. But
when Yasmeen’s grandmother’s house in the West
Bank is razed and the Israel-Palestine conflict flares
up, Yasmeen and Ayelet both must grapple with
how much closer the events abroad are than they’ve
realized, and ask: how does peace end, and how
can it begin again?
Format: manuscript

Russia - Eksmo
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From an acclaimed environmental writer, a groundbreaking and provocative new vision for our relationships
with—and responsibilities toward—the planet’s wild animals.
Emma is an award-winning science journalist
Emma’s work has won an award from the National Association of Science Writers

EMMA MARRIS

WILD SOULS
Freedom and Flourishing in the Non-Human World
Protecting wild animals and preserving the environment are two ideals so seemingly compatible as to be almost
inseparable. But in fact, between animal welfare and conservation science there exists a space of underexamined and
unresolved tension: wildness itself. When is it right to capture or feed wild animals for the good of their species? How do
we balance the rights of introduced species with those already established within an ecosystem? Can hunting be
ecological? Are any animals truly wild on a planet that humans have so thoroughly changed? No clear guidelines exist to
help us resolve such questions.
Transporting readers into the field with scientists tackling these profound challenges, Emma Marris tells the affecting and
inspiring stories of animals around the globe—from Peruvian monkeys to Australian bilbies, rare Hawai’ian birds to
majestic Oregon wolves. And she offers a companionable tour of the philosophical ideas that may steer our search for
sustainability and justice in the non-human world. Revealing just how intertwined animal and human life really is, WILD
SOULS will change the way you think about nature—and our place within it

Emma Marris is an award-winning journalist based in Oregon. She writes for The Atlantic, The New York Times, National
Geographic and Outside Magazine, among many others. Her work has appeared in the “Best America Science Writing
2016” and won an award from the National Association of Science Writers for an essay about wilderness in Orion. She is
best known for her previous book, Rambunctious Garden (Bloomsbury, 2011) and subsequent TED Talk urging the
importance of letting children experience the outdoors.

www.emmamarris.com -

@Emma_Marris

@Emma_Marris

Bloomsbury (WE)
June 2021
Format: manuscript
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A bold and paradigm-busting new theory about the complex way ideas, movements, and behaviors spread, and
how to efficiently effect the change you want to see in the world — for readers of Malcolm Gladwell, Richard
Thaler, and Cass Sunstein.

Praise for CHANGE:
“An utterly fascinating read that will challenge some of your core assumptions about how social change happens. . . it
might be the most important book on the science of social influence since Cialdini's Influence.”
―Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Originals and Give and Take
“Damon Centola’s deeply insightful book provides compelling evidence about how change ripples and surges its way
through our lives. This is timely must-reading for any leader who wants to meet the forces of resistance head-on and steer
behavior in positive directions.”
―Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Harvard Business School professor and author of Think Outside the Building
“This remarkable book provides a powerful way to think about change. Damon Centola elegantly synthesizes the latest
research from network science, sociology, and psychology into a critically important guide to effecting change in our individual lives, businesses, societies, and beyond.”
―Jonah Berger, Wharton Professor and bestselling author of The Catalyst and Contagious

DAMON CENTOLA

CHANGE
How to Make Big Things Happen
Most of what we know about how ideas spread comes from bestselling authors who give us a compelling picture of a world,
in which "influencers" are king, "sticky" ideas "go viral," and good behavior is "nudged" forward. The problem is that the
world they describe is a world where information spreads, but beliefs and behaviors stay the same.
When it comes to lasting change in what we think or the way we live, the dynamics are different: beliefs and behaviors are
not transmitted from person to person in the simple way that a virus is. The real story of social change is more complex.
When we are exposed to a new idea, our social networks guide our responses in striking and surprising ways.
Drawing on deep-yet-accessible research and fascinating examples from the spread of Covid to the success of the Black
Lives Matter movement, the failure of Google+, and the rise of political polarization, CHANGE presents groundbreaking
and paradigm-shifting new science for understanding what drives change, and how we can change the world around us.
Damon Centola is a Professor in the Annenberg School for Communication and the School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences at the University of Pennsylvania, where he is Director of the Network Dynamics Group. His widely cited work has
been published across several disciplines in the world's leading journals, including Science, The Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, Nature Human Behavior, The American Journal of Sociology, and Journal of Statistical
Physics. His speaking and consulting clients include Amazon, Microsoft, Apple, Cigna, the Smithsonian Institution, the
American Heart Association, the National Academies, the U.S. Army and the NBA. Popular accounts of Damon's work have
appeared in the New York Times, Washington Post, CNN, Wall Street Journal, Wired, TIME, The Atlantic, and Scientific
American.

Little, Brown
John Murray
January 2021
Chinese (com) - China Times
Chinese (sim) - Citic
Dutch - Atlas Contact
Japanese - Intershift
Korean - Woongjin Think Big
Romanian - Grup Media Litera
Russian - Portal
Thai - B2S
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In this collection of intimate and vulnerable essays, Naomi Davis, the creator of Love, Taza, explores being a wife,
raising five children in New York City, and living an authentic life.
Naomi has over 455,000 followers on Instagram
Naomi was named a Forbes Top 10 Parenting Influencer

Praise for A COAT OF YELLOW PAINT:
“Naomi’s lighthearted candor about the reality of being a mama, the importance of faith, and the need for authenticity in
this world will leave you nodding your head (and laughing) as you turn the pages. And she’s right: all we can do is love fully, smile in response to the haters, and know that we are doing the best we can.”
—Gabby Bernstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Women from all walks of life—whether you’re a mom, an entrepreneur, a twentysomething right out of college—will see
something of themselves in her essays.” —Rebecca Minkoff, founder, Rebecca Minkoff and The Female Founder Collective
“Some stories are silly, some sad, some funny, and some poignant. And, they are lessons that I took away with me as I
turned each and every page of this book that gives a glimpse into the roots of Naomi’s inspirational story.”
—Joy Cho, author; founder and creative director, Oh Joy!

NAOMI DAVIS, CREATOR OF LOVE TAZA

A COAT OF YELLOW PAINT
Moving Through the Noise to Love the Life You Live

HarperHorizon (NA)

April 2021
When Naomi Davis launched “Love Taza,” the newlywed Juilliard grad had no way of knowing where that first blog post
would lead. Over a decade later, she’s sharing all new stories in A COAT OF YELLOW PAINT, a collection of intimate and
vulnerable essays that explores being a wife, raising five children in New York City, and living an authentic life.

Naomi shares the multitude life lessons she’s learned along the way. She talks about how to communicate openly and honestly in your marriage and friendships, and overcome criticism—including from yourself—on body image, infertility, and
doing “enough.” As a mother, Naomi demonstrates how she’s more than “just a mom” and how she makes childhood feel
magical by seeking out adventures with her little ones. Additionally, she navigates how to manage spiritual upheaval and
reclaim your faith, all while finding more soulfulness in social media and online experiences.
If you dream of a life celebrating family, self, and work in a way that feels right for you, A COAT OF YELLOW PAINT will
inspire you to drown out the noise of others’ opinions and expectations—so you can be empowered to love your life.
Naomi Davis, named a Forbes Top 10 Parenting Influencer, shares happy and helpful stories across her social media channels and award-winning website. What started in 2007 as a blog about her newlywed life in New York City while a Juilliard
dance student, Love Taza has amassed a loyal following, reaching millions around the world. She launched a family travel
collection at Target stores nationwide and been invited to the White House by former First Lady Michelle Obama, to discuss
her Let’s Move! initiative. Naomi and her husband, Josh are the proud parents of five children.

www.lovetaza.com -

@lovetaza -

@taza
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A life-changing, research-based program that will end food allergies in children and adults forever.
Sold at auction in a seven-figure deal to Avery

Advance praise for THE END OF FOOD ALLERGY:
“In The End of Food Allergy Dr. Kari Nadeau explains why our body’s immune system rebels against some foods, and
provides hope for treatments that may liberate many children and adults suffering from this epidemic. I am grateful for
her work and hope it helps others as it has helped my family.”
—Sheryl Sandberg, New York Times bestselling author of Lean In and coauthor of Option B
“For anyone who has suffered from food allergies or lived in fear of them, this book is a ray of hope. It’s an illuminating
read on why our own immune systems sometimes hold us hostage after we eat—and how we can stop it from ever
happening again.”
—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Originals
“This extraordinary book shows us what we once thought impossible: there is a way to end anaphyaxis due to a food
allergies. These types of allergies can suddenly kill. Dr. Kari Nadeau’s groundbreaking work in immunotherapy changes
the game and gives patients and their families the latest science.”
—Terry Wahls, MD, author of The Wahls Protocol
“Our daughter's world changed dramatically after Dr. Nadeau successfully treated her life-threatening food allergy. If you
suffer from food allergy, or have a loved one who does, this book is a must-read!”
—Nancy and Steve Carell, comedians

DR. KARI NADEAU AND SLOAN BARNETT

THE END OF FOOD ALLERGY
The First Program to Prevent and Reverse a 21st Century Epidemic
The problem of food allergy is exploding around us. But this book offers the first glimpse of hope with a powerful
message: You can work with your family and your doctor to eliminate your food allergy forever. The trailblazing research
of Stanford University's Dr. Kari Nadeau reveals that food allergy is not a life sentence, because the immune system can be
retrained. Food allergies—from mild hives to life-threatening airway constriction—can be disrupted, slowed, and stopped.
The key is a strategy called immunotherapy (IT)—the controlled, gradual reintroduction of an allergen into the body. With
innovations that include state-of-the-art therapies targeting specific components of the immune system, Dr. Nadeau and
her team have increased the speed and effectiveness of this treatment to a matter of months.
New York Times bestselling author Sloan Barnett, the mother of two children with food allergies, provides a lay
perspective that helps make Dr. Nadeau's research accessible for everyone. Together, they walk readers through every
aspect of food allergy, including how to find the right treatment and how to manage the ongoing fear of allergens that
haunts so many sufferers, to give us a clear, supportive plan to combat a major national and global health issue.
Kari Nadeau, MD, PhD, is the director of the Sean N. Parker Center for Allergy and Asthma Research at Stanford
University and is one of the world's leading experts on food allergy. Dr. Nadeau holds the Naddisy Foundation professorship
in medicine and pediatrics at Stanford University and as well as both an MD and PhD from Harvard Medical School. Sloan
Barnett is a lawyer, journalist, and the New York Times bestselling author of Green Goes with Everything: Simple Steps to
a Healthier Life and a Cleaner Planet. Barnett lives with her husband and three children in San Francisco. Her children
have had their allergies reversed through Dr. Nadeau's program.

Avery
Vermilion
October 2020
Chinese (simplified) - Hunan Science &
Technology
Estonia - Helios
Hungarian - XXI. Század Kiadó
Italian - Vallardi
Japanese - CCC Media House
Korean - Rok Media
Russian - Eksmo
Romanian - Editura All
Spanish - Grijalbo
Ukraine - KM Books
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A fascinating, thought-provoking journey into our built environment, THE GREAT INDOORS is an argument for
thoughtful interventions in our surroundings and a celebration of the adaptive genius of human beings.
A Spring/Summer 2020 Publishers Lunch Buzz Book!
Architectural Record notable book

Praise for THE GREAT INDOORS:
“[F]ascinating and well worth pondering. A sharp, eye-opening assessment of urgent architectural needs being fulfilled.”
—Kirkus Reviews
"[Emily Anthes] explores cutting-edge innovations in architecture and interior design in her enjoyable and educational
work of pop science . . . This thoughtful work will prompt readers to more carefully consider the spaces they commonly
inhabit but may rarely think about."
―Publishers Weekly

“A compelling, science-based argument for the wisdom of intelligent design.”

―The Wall Street Journal

“Anthes explores a range of buildings — fancy offices, operating rooms, a housing development designed for adults with
autism, a solitary-confinement unit — in hopes of dissecting the effects of architecture and design on human behavior… Her sources are respectable and diligently noted…[and the] cool facts come fast and furious.”
―NY Magazine

EMILY ANTHES

THE GREAT INDOORS
The Surprising Science of How Buildings Shape Our Behavior, Health, and Happiness
Modern humans are an indoor species. We spend 90 percent of our time inside, shuttling between homes, offices, and
schools. And yet, in many ways, the indoor world remains unexplored territory. For all the time we spend inside buildings,
we rarely stop to consider: How do these spaces affect our mental and physical well-being? Our thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors? Our productivity, performance, and relationships?

Scientific American/FSG (NA)

June 2020

In this wide-ranging, character-driven book, science journalist Emily Anthes takes us on an adventure into the buildings in
which we spend our days, exploring the profound, and sometimes unexpected, ways that they shape our lives. Drawing on
cutting-edge research, she probes the pain-killing power of a well-placed window and examines how the right office
layout can expand our social networks. She investigates how room temperature regulates our cognitive performance, how
the microbes hiding in our homes influence our immune systems, and how cafeteria design affects what—and how much—
we eat.
THE GREAT INDOORS provides a fresh perspective on our most familiar surroundings and a new understanding of the
power of architecture and design. It's an argument for thoughtful interventions into the built environment and a story
about how to build a better world—one room at a time.
Emily Anthes is an award-winning science journalist and author. Her work has appeared in The New York Times, The New
Yorker, The Atlantic, Wired, Nature, Slate, Businessweek, Scientific American, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe,
and elsewhere. Emily has a master’s degree in science writing from MIT and a bachelor’s degree in the history of science
and medicine from Yale, where she also studied creative writing. She lives in Brooklyn, NY.

www.emilyanthes.com -

@emilyanthes -

@emilyanthes

Chinese (sim) - Huazhang
German - HarperCollins Germany
Korean - Mati Books
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A research-driven exploration of one of the most important experiences in our personal and professional lives:
trust--how it is established, how it becomes broken, and how it can be repaired, based on the author's work as
one of the first in his field to conduct empirical studies on the science of trust repair.
Dr. Kim is a Professor of Management and Organization at USC Marshall School of Business Peter H.
Kim Ph.D's HOW TRUST WORKS.
Sold in a six-figure deal to Flatiron

DR. PETER KIM

HOW TRUST WORKS
And the Science of How to Repair It
HOW TRUST WORKS (And The Science of How to Repair It) is a timely and important examination of one of the most
essential factors in all successful relationships: trust. Dr. Kim will explain the two most powerful determinants of trust
(perceived competence and perceived integrity) and why those determinants can be weighted so unevenly when we are
deciding whether to trust or forgive someone—or not. We as humans are bad at determining the trustworthiness of other
people, and we are even worse at defending our own trustworthiness when it comes under fire. Yet despite this
shortcoming, and the fact that we are all keenly aware of how important trust is in all of our personal and professional
relationships, surprisingly little substantive research had been done on the topic before Dr. Kim began his inquiries. In
fact, the majority of our institutional knowledge at the time seemed to rely almost entirely on case studies and other
anecdotes. Dr. Kim was forced to develop his own set of rigorous scientific tools that would help him analyze how people
interact with one another in the face of conflict.
Dr. Kim will illustrate how the patterns he identified in the lab play out in the real world using both recent and infamously
public examples of trust violations and attempts at repair. These examples range from why the American public was
willing to overlook Arnold Schwarzenegger’s sex scandal but never forgave Bill Clinton, to revisiting the 2017 Unite the
Right Rally in Charlottesville and reactions to the police killing of George Floyd, including an examination of how different
cultures can develop very different views about what constitutes an irredeemable transgression. We have never been in
greater need of a serious conversation about trust and how to repair it, a conversation based on rigorous scientific
research rather than mere conjecture.
A Professor of Management and Organization at the University of Southern California Marshall School of Business, Dr. Kim is
a leading expert in the field of trust, betrayal and redemption. His work has been published in leading scientific journals,
as well as in popular news outlets such as The New York Times, TIME, The Washington Post, The Atlantic, NPR, and others.
Dr. Kim was born in Korea, and his family came to the United States when he was a child. He has an extensive
international speaking circuit, and has given talks in Australia, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Turkey, Hong Kong,
Japan, South Korea and Canada.

Flatiron (WE)
Spring 2023

Format: proposal
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A new and exciting project from the health and science editor for the New York Times Opinion section
For 2+ years, Sifferlin has been talking to patients, family members, and doctors in the Undiagnosed Diseases
Network, a unique “clinic of last resort” that brings together top physicians at 10 prestigious research hospitals
to serve patients with the most mysterious illnesses: conditions that other doctors can’t identify or treat. What
makes an undiagnosable illness? What does it take to be heard and believed? And even when resources are unparalleled, are there limits to what medicine can know?

ALEXANDRA SIFFERLIN

UNDIAGNOSED
Everyone loves a medical mystery, and it’s no wonder why: an estimated 30 million people in America are living with
an undiagnosed illness of their own. Since 2008, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has funded a network of physicians
focused on providing diagnoses and treatment for people with some of the most challenging medical cases. Sometimes
referred to as “the clinic of last resort,” the Undiagnosed Diseases Network (UDN) includes 10 hospitals across the nation
where teams of medical experts use imaging, physical exams, and advanced genetic sequencing to crack some of the
rarest disorders. So far, doctors and scientists at the UDN have evaluated 1,029 people and diagnosed only 283.
In UNDIAGNOSED, we will encounter patients within the UDN, such as Maria Ruley, whose genetic tests only unlocked part
of the explanation for her complex regional pain system, and whose young son may develop the same condition; patients
who cannot access the resources of the UDN, such as Dr. Diana Cejas, a neurologist whose strange growth on her neck was
ignored by doctors even though she was herself a med student at Howard University (the growth turned out to be
cancerous); and groups of patients who come together online and in person to find answers for the misunderstood
symptoms they have in common, such as COVID longhaulers. Together, these stories tell us a bigger story about how we
share health information and innovation, and how and why diagnoses matter. The right diagnosis can be the most
important piece of medical information a person can receive.

This book has never been more critical as the world is collectively living through a period of time marked by pandemic and
medical confusion, where millions of people are experiencing bizarre and not always explainable symptoms. While the
hunt for a diagnosis has long been an experience that millions of Americans and people worldwide are familiar with, the
pandemic has created a new understanding, empathy, and interest in what it means to be unwell and how to get a
diagnosis.
Before she joined the New York Times, Alexandra Sifferlin was deputy editor at Medium, running the Elemental blog and
leading COVID coverage. Previously, she was the health and science staff reporter at Time, where she wrote cover stories
on Zika, uterine transplants, the frontiers of longevity, and many other topics. She is originally from Minneapolis,
Minnesota, and graduated from Northwestern University with a double major in Journalism and International Studies.

www.alexandrasifferlin.com -

@acsifferlin -

@acsifferlin

Viking (NA)
2023

Format: proposal

Sneak peek...

DR. SCOTT HERSHOVITZ
NASTY, BRUTISH, AND SHORT:
A Philosopher’s Field Notes on His
Children
Penguin Press - Allen Lane
April 2022
An irreverent, original and deeply humane
philosophical investigation that will delight anyone
who likes thinking and laughing. Imagine Randall
Munroe’s What If? meets Bertrand Russell’s The
Problems of Philosophy – plus kids.
Format: proposal
Chinese (simplified) - Citic
Dutch - De Bezige Bij
German - Heyne
Greek - Metaichmio
Italian - HarperItalia
Japanese - Diamond
Korean - Across Media

Polish - Prószyński
Portuguese (Bra) - BestSeller/Record
Portuguese (Port) - Leya
Russian - Eksmo
Spanish - Plaza & Janés
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DR. MICHAEL NORTON
THE RITUAL EFFECT

TOBIAS ROSE-STOCKWELL
THE ANATOMY OF ANXIETY

The Odd (and Highly Effective) Ways
We Own Our Experience

Why Rational People Become Righteous,
Scared and Angry on Social Media—and What
This Means for Democracy

Scribner - Penguin Business
2022

Hachette - Piatkus
Fall 2022

An investigation of the science of ritual, based on
the author's original research in behavioral science
and economics, demonstrating how rituals improve
performance, help us achieve goals, deepen
relationships, solidify our sense of purpose and
more, based on the author's groundbreaking
research in behavioral economics.

An exploration of the effects of our current social
media-based information system on our ability to
communicate with one another, discern friends
from foes, and maintain a functional Western
democracy, pitched as The Righteous Mind meets
Factfulness for the smart phone era.
Format: proposal

Format: proposal
Chinese (simplified) - Guomai
Chinese (complex) - BWP
Dutch - AW Bruna
German - HarperGermany
Hungarian - Bioenergetic

Korean - Bookie
Japanese - Hayakawa
Portuguese (Bra) - BestSeller/Record
Russian - Eksmo
Spanish - Planeta/Paidós

Chinese (com.) - Heliopolis
Korean - Sigongsa

Business/Personal Development
•
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From entrepreneur and the creator of Ivy League Brown University’s highest-rated course, a book on how to create enduring businesses.

DANNY WARSHAY

SEE, SOLVE, SCALE
How Unconventional Thinkers Solve the World's Biggest Problems

We live in a world full of problems, and business offers a compelling path to solve them. For this reason, business isn’t just
for “businesspeople” anymore. Increasingly, it’s the historians, philosophers, rocket scientists, and everyone else who are
launching the most interesting businesses to solve problems big and small. That’s why at Brown, everyone from English
majors and future Fulbright scholars, to chemical engineering majors and art students at RISD, rank Danny’s course as the
most life-changing course on campus. They learned that you don’t need to be a consultant or have an MBA to turn a
solution to a problem into a lucrative new venture. In SEE, SOLVE, SCALE, he will first change how readers think about
business—seeing an unmet need, finding a solution, and scaling it into an enduring business—before showing them how to
put it into practice. Thousands of students have launched hundreds of successful companies after taking this course—a
testament to the effectiveness of his method.
In the tradition of Ivy League courses turned bestselling books, SEE, SOLVE, SCALE will reach audiences familiar with the
bestsellers Designing Your Life by Stanford's Bill Burnett and Dave Evans and The Lean Startup by Eric Reis.

St. Martin’s Press
Piatkus
February 2022
Format: proposal

Danny Warshay holds an MBA from Harvard and a BA from Brown. In addition to teaching, he is the executive director of
Brown’s Nelson Center for Entrepreneurship, which hosts leading business leaders like Bank of America CEO Brian Moynihan
and AWAY luggage founder Stephanie Korey (both on the board). His contacts include bestselling business authors such as
Clayton Christianson, Noam Wasserman, and Theresa Amabile.

www.DannyWarshay.com -

@DannyWarshay

Chinese (simplified) - Winshare
Chinese (complex) - Crown
Japanese - Hayakawa
Korean - Business Books

Hal Elrod

HAL ELROD
MIRACLE MORNING
MILLIONAIRES
What the Wealthy Do Before 8AM
That Will Make You Rich
May 2018
What if the real secret of millionaires isn’t about
doing more, but becoming more? Millionaires know
everything in your present is a result of how you
thought, decided, and acted in the past. But this
revolutionary manual to wealth will show you how
Arabic - Arab Cultural
Center
Brazil - Record
Chinese (Complex) - Crown
Chinese (simplified) - Grand
China
German - Editions Forsbach
Kazakh - Steppe & World
Publishing

Korean - Hanbit Biz
Mongolian - EDC Center for
Yough
Russian - Mann, Ivanov &
Faber
Thai - Bee Media
Ukraine - Nash Format
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HAL ELROD

HAL ELROD
THE MIRACLE MORNING
FOR ENTREPRENEURS

THE MIRACLE MORNING FOR
TRANSFORMING YOUR
RELATIONSHIP

Elevate Yourself to
Elevate Your Business

How to Create an Unshakeable Love and
Unleashed Passion that Lasts a Lifetime!
February 2017

November 2016
This book brings you six daily practices that will fuel
your efforts to create and sustain positive change in
your life, essential skills that you need to create a
successful business and personal life, and shares
Entrepreneurial Elevation Principles and the
Entrepreneur’s Elevation Skills.
German - Editions Forsbach
Italian - Alise Editore
Mongolian - EDC Center for
Youth
Russia - Mann, Ivanov &
Faber

Develop a new understanding of yourself and your
partner, and become the person you were always
meant to be. This book brings you the proven
system used by thousands and thousands of people
around the world to create their unshakable love
and unleashed passion.

Portuguese (Bra) - Record
Spain - Taller del Exito
Vietnam - Alpha Books
Brazil - Record
Russia - Mann, Ivanov & Faber
Kazakh - Steppe & World Publishing

Wellness
•
•
•
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In Dr. Tracey Shors's EVERYDAY TRAUMAS, a neuroscientist explores how trauma impacts the brain, especially for
women—and how we can learn to heal ourselves.
Dr. Shors’s research has been funded by the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation, National Institutes of Mental
Health and the National Science Foundation
She has more than 130 scientific publications in outlets such as Nature, Science, Journal of Neuroscience, Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science, and Scientific American
MAP training has been featured on NBC Nightly News and in the New York Times, Psychology Today, The Washington
Post, Huffington Post, and Shape magazine.

DR. TRACEY SHORS

EVERYDAY TRAUMAS
Remapping the Brain’s Response to Stress, Anxiety, and Painful Memories for a Better Life
For the last 30 years, Dr. Tracey Shors has been researching the effects of stress and trauma on the brain—particularly
the female brain. Her pioneering work has shed light on how the we learn, how the brain generates new neurons, and
how traumatic experiences—whether those experiences singularly intense and dramatic, like a car accident, or whether
they are small and cumulative, like small daily harassments from a coworker—affect our ability to learn new skills and
recover after we have experienced trauma. She has long been interested in the slight but impactful differences between
how the male brain recovers and how the female brain recovers after trauma, and she designed some of the earliest
studies into the subject.
EVERYDAY TRAUMAS shares for the first time in print her clinically tested program for stress recovery: MAP Training, a
uniquely effective intervention that has been shown to reduce physiological and psychological symptoms of PTSD, stress
and anxiety after just a few weeks of following the program. Dr. Shors’s simple “sit, walk, sweat” program is firmly
rooted in findings from her labs at Princeton and Rutgers, and has been shown to be effective with a wide range of
participants, from victims of sexual trauma and women living in halfway homes, to Ivy League university students
suffering from test anxiety.

Dr. Shors is a Distinguished Professor in the Department of Psychology and Center for Collaborative Neuroscience at
Rutgers University. She previously spent six years at Princeton University as an assistant professor working on brain
plasticity and sex differences in learning, and holds M.A. and PhD degrees from the University of Southern California,
where she also did several years of post-doctoral laboratory work as a Research Associate in Neural, Informational, and
Behavioral Sciences. MAP training has been featured on NBC Nightly News and in the New York Times, Psychology
Today, The Washington Post, Huffington Post, and Shape magazine.

www.maptrainmybrain.com -

@tjshors

Flatiron
Vermilion
July 2021
Format: manuscript

Wellness
•
•
•
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MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY is a book detailing the core principles of Acroyoga, a practice that melds the spectacle of
circus arts with the healing power of massage and the breathwork of yoga.
The founder of AcroYoga International, Jason Nemer has taught AcroYoga around the world
Licensed AcroYoga instructors teach in over sixty countries

JASON NEMER

MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY
St. Martin’s Press (WE)

The Art and Science of Acroyoga

July 2021

Get ready to learn how to fly...
AcroYoga is a movement practice that combines the balance and connection of yoga with the fitness and intensity of acrobatics, as well as the holistic healing power of physical therapy. People come to it for all kinds of reasons―they may
have chronic pain and are looking for a long-term solution to manage it, they may want to lose weight, gain muscle or
increase their mobility, or maybe they just want to experience it with their friends or partners to deepen their relationships. Some even just want to have some fun together.
In MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY, founder of AcroYoga International Jason Nemer shares the core principles of AcroYoga for
athletic performance and for life, as well as 10 key areas of training (strength, flexibility, technique, balance, breath,
gravity, relationships, mental, emotional, and sustainability). He also offers specific exercises and routines for how to
train safely and effectively in each area.
This is a book that millions of AcroYogis around the world have long been waiting for, and one that is an essential read for
high-performance athletes, weekend health warriors, and spiritual seekers alike.

The co-founder of AcroYoga International, Jason Nemer has helped the practice and the franchise grow to thousands of
teachers in more than 60 countries. The millions of people who practice AcroYoga worldwide have fueled the success of
his self-published AcroYoga manual, Elements of AcroYoga (a nuts and bolts guide to stretches and poses to get started as
an aspiring AcroYogi), which has sold more than 85K copies to date. Jason and his AcroYoga practice have been featured
in The Wall Street Journal, PopSugar, USA Today, Newsweek, Outside Magazine, Mic.com, TODAY online, and more.

wwwJasonNemer.com -

@JasonNemer

Format: manuscript

Wellness
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•

For the first time in print, Gin Stephens will lay out her popular Clean Fast Protocol, as well as her 21-Day Quick
Start Guide.

•

Debuted at #4 on the New York Times bestseller list!

•

A USA Today bestseller!

•

Gin’s Facebook groups have almost 500,000 members

GIN STEPHENS

FAST. FEAST. REPEAT.
The Comprehensive Guide to Delay, Don't Deny Intermittent Fasting
Change when you eat to change your body, your health, and your life!
Diets don’t work. You know that, and yet you continue to try them, because what else can you do? You can Fast. Feast.
Repeat. After losing over eighty pounds and keeping every one of them off, Gin Stephens started a vibrant, successful
online community with hundreds of thousands of members from around the world who have learned the magic of a Delay, Don’t Deny® intermittent fasting lifestyle.
FAST. FEAST. REPEAT. has it all! You’ll learn how to work a variety of intermittent fasting approaches into your life, no
matter what your circumstances or schedule. Once you’ve ignited your fat-burning superpower, you’ll get rid of “diet
brain” forever, tweak your protocol until it’s second nature, and learn why IF is a lifestyle, not a diet.

St. Martin’s Press
June 2020

FAST. FEAST. REPEAT. is for everyone! Beginners will utilize the 28-Day FAST Start. Experienced intermittent fasters
will strengthen their intermittent fasting practice, work on their mindset, and read about the latest research out of top
universities supporting intermittent fasting as the health plan with a side effect of weight loss. Still have questions? Gin
has you covered! All of the most frequently asked intermittent fasting questions are answered in the exhaustive FAQ section.

Gin Stephens is the author of Delay, Don’t Deny: Living an Intermittent Fasting Lifestyle, an Amazon #1 best seller in
the weight loss category. Gin has been living the intermittent fasting lifestyle since 2014. This lifestyle shift allowed her
to lose over 80 lbs. and launch her intermittent fasting website, four Facebook support groups, four self-published books,
and two top-ranked podcasts—Intermittent Fasting Stories and The Intermittent Fasting Podcast. Gin graduated from the
Institute of Integrative Nutrition’s Health Coach Training Program (2019). She earned a Doctor of Education degree in
Gifted and Talented Education (2009), a Master's degree in Natural Sciences (1997), and a Bachelor's degree in Elementary Education (1990).

www.GinStephens.com -

@Gin_Stephens-

@GinStephens

Italian - Sperling & Kupfer
Polish - Studio Astropsychologii
Spanish - Alfgaomega

Did you miss...
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GOOD MORNING, I LOVE YOU:

REBECCA LOUISE
IT TAKES GRIT

SHIVAN SARNA
HEALING SIBO

Mindfulness and Self-Compassion Practices to
Rewire Your Brain for Calm, Clarity, and Joy

The Go-To Guide to Level Up Your
Life―Strengthen, Energize, Elevate, and Conquer

Sounds True - Octopus

Ben Bella
September 2022

The 21-Day Diet Plan to Banish Bloat,
Fix Your Gut, and Balance Your Weight
Avery
February 2021

DR. SHAUNA SHAPIRO

January 2020
Dr. Shapiro brings alive the brain science behind
why we feel the way we do and explains why we get
stuck in thinking in negative patterns that
undermine our experience of life. Her roadmap
guides you in how to change your brain’s circuitry
and steady yourself in feelings of deep calm,
clarity, and joy. For good.

Dutch Gottmer
German Irisiana
Korean Rok Media
Hebrew Matar

Portuguese 20|20
Russian Eksmo
Spanish Planeta
Turkish - Güney Kitap

Ready to transform your body and mind into the
healthiest, happiest you? You’re going to need
enthusiasm, an open mind, and a good deal of grit.
Rebecca Louise, fitness expert and mindset coach
with over 450 million YouTube views, will give you
the tools needed to enhance your life and create
positive, lasting changes—all to help you take
control of your health and happiness.

Shivan shares her step-by-step plan to treat and
even cure SIBO, with information on what to eat
and what to avoid, how to build a routine to
manage your symptoms, and how to work with your
doctor to find supplements and medications that
promote healing. Shivan also includes her 21-day
SIBO Specific Diet, which includes more than 40
recipes to put you on the path to recovery. This
empowering guide will change the way you
approach and think about your gut and overall
health.
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CO-AGENTS (EXCLUSIVE)
BRAZIL
Laura Riff and João Paulo Riff
Agência Riff

GERMANY
Anoukh Foerg
Anoukh Foerg Literary Agency

NETHERLANDS
Diana Gvozden
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency

BULGARIA, ROMANIA, & SERBIA
Anna Droumeva and Mira Droumeva
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Sofia

GREECE
John L. Moukakos
JLM Literary Agency

POLAND
Łukasz Wróbel
Graal

CHINA, INDONESIA, TAIWAN, THAILAND
& VIETNAM
Gray Tan
The Grayhawk Agency

HUNGARY & CROATIA
Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza

RUSSIA
Ludmilla Sushkova
Andrew Nurnberg Literary Agency

ITALY
Daniela Micura
Daniela Micura Literary Services

SCANDINAVIA
Marei Pittner
Andrew Nurnberg Associates

JAPAN
Hamish Mackaskill
English Agency Japan

SPAIN & PORTUGAL
Teresa Vilarrubla
The Foreign Office

KOREA
Danny Hong
Danny Hong Agency

TURKEY
Amy Spangler and Cansu Akkoyun
AnatoliaLit Agency

CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA & SLOVENIA
Petra Tobiskova
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Prague
T: 420 2 2278 2308 tobiskova@nurnberg.cz
ESTONIA, LATVIA & LITHUANIA
Tatjana Zoldnere
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Baltic
FRANCE
Eliane Bénisti
Agence Eliane Bénisti

www.parkfine.com -

@parkandfine -

@parkandfine

